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Black Ships Before Troy Unit
Maj. Fannie Griffin McClendon and her Army colleagues never dwelled on being the only Black battalion of women to serve in
Europe during World War II. They had a job to do. The ...
Black female WWII unit hoping to get congressional honor
Homer's "Iliad" already detailed the epic struggle between Troy -- situated ... southwards from the Black Sea and bisects
Istanbul -- with its 11 million inhabitants -- before flowing into the ...
Naval Choke Points and Command of the Sea
It occupied a strategic position on the Dardanelles, a narrow water channel that connects the Aegean Sea to the Black Sea ...
over 1,000 ships, determined to retrieve Helen from Troy.
Welcome to the Interactive Map of the ancient city of Troy
After leading the city police department through one of its most turbulent years in 2020, Chief Brian Owens was saluted with a
walkout ceremony Monday. “I gave my all,” said Owens, who took command of ...
Troy police salute Chief Brian Owens as he retires
Second, I knew very little of Heinrich Schliemann before ... he excavated Troy). And third, I knew very little about Troy, the
Trojans or The Iliad, with my knowledge limited to a wooden horse, Helen ...
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Books | Troy on Display: Scepticism and Wonder at Schliemann’s First Exhibition
Wuyts-Smith recently entered the race to replace long-serving City and Borough of Juneau Assembly Member Loren Jones,
who is barred from seeking an ad ...
CBJ Assembly race heats up
Decades after their trailblazing service, a battalion of Black women who served overseas in World War II could soon receive
Congress’ highest award for distinguished achievements. The Senate has ...
Trailblazing WWII battalion of Black women could soon receive congressional honor
The troubles in the Essex Place neighborhood began shortly after Edward Cagney Mathews moved into the Mount Laurel
development about two years ago: ...
How a racist rant in Mount Laurel sparked neighbors to fight back and a community to press for change
The northbound and southbound lanes of I-75 could be closed for days as officials investigate damage to the roadway.
Caught on camera: Fuel tanker crashes into MI highway median, bursts into flames
If you're unfamiliar with CV, it stands for "cavallo vapore," and is an Italian unit of metric horsepower ... as was first seen on
the Aventador S. It also ships with new aero tweaks, with ...
The Lamborghini Aventador Ultimae Is the Raging Bull's Last Stand
Sony's flagship smartphone packs some of the best hardware around, but should you buy it? Find out in this Sony Xperia 1 III
review.
Sony Xperia 1 III review: Elegant, exhilarating, expensive
A California Army National Guard UH-60M Black Hawk helicopter from the 40th Combat Aviation Brigade hovers above
Mammoth Pool Reservoir before picking ... move troops from ships to landing sites ...
Why the UH-60 Black Hawk Is Such a Badass Helo
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi is acting swiftly to launch a new investigation of the violent Jan. 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol,
choosing a diverse slate of eight lawmakers — one ...
A look at 8 lawmakers appointed to probe Jan. 6 attack
An independent investigation has been launched into Edward Mathews as well as Mount Laurel PD's handling of the July 2
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incident.
Independent Investigation Launched After NJ Man's Racist Rant
The Dell XPS 13 9310 is no stranger to us, but it does have a new feature that's clean and crisp, a brand new OLED display.
Read on for more!
Dell XPS 13 9310 review: Still fantastic but now with OLED
President Joe Biden met with civil rights groups at the White House Thursday as they pushed the president to do more to
protect minority voters from what they call restrictive voting rules in some ...
Civil rights groups urge Biden to do more to protect minority voters
Even with an option to watch “Black Widow” at home ... I’d never seen something like that before.” O’FALLON, Mo. –
Residents of a condominium complex in O'Fallon are not happy ...
‘Black Widow’ soars to pandemic box office record
The hybrid dock sports a wired LAN port, and the system ships with an adjustable port ... which features white Joy-Con
controllers, a black main unit and a white dock. Nintendo Switch (OLED ...
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